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This self-contained text offers an elementary introduction to partial differential equations (pdes), primarily focusing on linear equations, but also providing some perspective on nonlinear equations. The classical treatment is mathematically rigorous with a generally theoretical layout, though indications to some of the physical origins of pdes are made throughout in references to potential theory, similarity solutions for the porous medium equation, generalized Riemann problems, and others.

The material begins with a focus on the Cauchy–Kowalewski theorem, discussing the notion of characteristic surfaces to classify pdes. Next, the Laplace equation and connected elliptic theory are treated, as well as integral equations and solutions to eigenvalue problems. The heat equation and related parabolic theory are then presented, followed by the wave equation in its basic aspects. An introduction to conservation laws, the uniqueness theorem, viscosity solutions, ill-posed problems, and nonlinear equations of first order round out the key subject matter.

Large parts of this revised second edition have been streamlined and rewritten to incorporate years of classroom feedback, correct errors, and improve clarity. Most of the necessary background material has been incorporated into the complements and certain nonessential topics have been given reduced attention (noticeably, numerical methods) to improve the flow of presentation.

The exposition is replete with examples, problems and solutions that complement the material to enhance understanding and solidify comprehension. The only prerequisites are advanced differential calculus and some basic Lp theory. The work can serve as a text for advanced undergraduates and graduate students in mathematics, physics, engineering, and the natural sciences, as well as an excellent reference for applied mathematicians and mathematical physicists.

From Reviews of the First Edition:

"The author's intent is to present an elementary introduction to pdes... In contrast to other elementary textbooks on pdes...much more material is presented on the three basic equations: Laplace's equation, the heat and wave equations...The presentation is clear and well organized...The text is complemented by numerous exercises and hints to proofs."

–Mathematical Reviews

"This is a well-written, self-contained, elementary introduction to linear, partial differential equations."

–ZentrallblattMATH

"This book certainly can be recommended as an introduction to PDEs in mathematical faculties and technical universities." 

–Applications of Mathematics
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IET Wiring Regulations: Electric Wiring for Domestic InstallersRoutledge, 2018

	
		This book is essential reading for anyone studying towards Domestic Installer status with an approval body such as NICEIC, NAPIT or ELECSA, in line with Part P of the Building Regulations, and also serves as a handy pocket guide to best practice for electricians. Although not intended as a DIY manual, non-qualified persons will...
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The Airplane: How Ideas Gave Us WingsSmithsonian, 2008

	
		The inside story of how people invented and refined the airplane.




	Who were aviation's dreamers and from where did they draw their inspiration? What lessons did inventors learn from birds, insects, marine mammals, and fish that helped us fly? How did the bicycle lead to the airplane, and hot water...
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EnCase Computer Forensics: The Official EnCE: EnCase Certified Examiner Study GuideSybex, 2006
Whether monitoring the Internet for threats and chatter, capturing computer evidence, or crunching forensic data, Guidance Software's EnCase computer forensics software is recognized as the premier computer forensics tool on the market. For investigation professionals, EnCE certification tells the world that you've not only mastered the use of...
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Handbook on Advanced Design and Manufacturing Technologies for Biomedical DevicesSpringer, 2013

	â€‹The last decades have seen remarkable advances in computerâ€�aided design, engineering and manufacturing technologies, multiâ€�variable simulation tools, medical imaging, biomimetic design, rapid prototyping, micro and nanomanufacturing methods and information management resources, all of which provide new horizons for the...
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BPEL Cookbook: Best Practices for SOA-based integration and composite applications developmentPackt Publishing, 2006
This book is not just another generic set of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) best practices with only general recommendations and advice: instead it's a unique cookbook that shows you how SOA applications are built using best practices that are proven in 10 real-world scenarios.   The book consists of three sections. The first two sections will...
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Persistence in PHP with Doctrine ORMPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book is designed for PHP developers and architects who want to modernize their skills through better understanding of Persistence and ORM. You'll learn through explanations and code samples, all tied to the full development of a web application.


	Overview

	
		Develop a fully functional Doctrine-backed...
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